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Abstract

The Hyperon-CP-Violation working group at the p2000 Workshop met together with the
Beta-Decay working group. After briey introducing the physics, I summarize the working-
group discussions relevent to CP violation. The working group sketched issues that need to be
explored in designing a hyperon CP-violation experiment that might achieve 10�5 sensitivity for
the CP asymmetry A�, one order of magnitude beyond that of the current HyperCP experiment
and in the range at which an e�ect is predicted by the Standard model.

1 Hyperon CP Violation

In addition to CP violation in kaon decays [1], the Standard Model predicts a slight CP

asymmetry in decays of hyperons [2, 3, 4]. The most accessible signals involve comparison
of the (nonuniform) angular distributions of the decay products of polarized hyperons with
those of the corresponding antihyperons [3]. For a precision measurement, it is necessary to
know the polarizations of the initial hyperons and antihyperons to high accuracy.

By angular-momentum conservation, in the decay of a spin-1/2 hyperon to a spin-1/2
baryon plus a pion, the �nal state must be either S-wave or P-wave. As is well known, the
interference term between the S- and P-wave decay amplitudes gives rise to parity violation,
parametrized by Lee and Yang [5] in terms of two independent parameters � and �: � is pro-
portional to the real and � to the imaginary part of this interference term. CP violation can
be sought as a di�erence in j�j or j�j for a hyperon decay and its CP-conjugate antihyperon
decay or as a particle-antiparticle di�erence in the partial widths for such decays [3, 6].
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Table 1: Summary of experimental limits on CP violation in hyperon decay.

Experiment Facility Mode A� or A��

R608 ISR pp! �X; pp! �X �0:02� 0:14�

DM2 Orsay e+e� ! J= ! �� 0:01� 0:10�

PS185 LEAR pp! �� 0:006� 0:015�

pN ! ��X;�� ! ���,
E756 Fermilab

pN ! �+X;�+ ! ��+
0:012� 0:014y

e+e� ! ��X;�� ! ���;
CLEO CESR

e+e� ! �+X;�+ ! ��+
�0:057� 0:064� 0:039y

�A�
yA��

Table 1 summarizes the experimental situation. The �rst three experiments cited studied
� decay only [7, 8, 9], setting limits on the CP-asymmetry parameter [3, 6]

A� �
�� + �

�

�� � ��
; (1)

where �� (�
�
) characterizes the � (�) decay to (anti)proton plus charged pion and, if CP

is a good symmetry in hyperon decay, �� = ��
�
.

Fermilab E756 [10] and CLEO [11] employed a new technique in which the cascade decay
of charged � hyperons is used to produce polarized �s, in whose subsequent decay the slope
of the (anti)proton angular distribution in the \helicity" frame measures the product of ��
and ��. If CP is a good symmetry in hyperon decay this product should be identical for �
and � events. The CP-asymmetry parameter measured is thus

A�� �
���� � �

�
�
�

���� + �
�
�
�

� A� + A� : (2)

The power of this technique derives from the large � value for the �! �� decay (� = 0:64).

A further advantage in the �xed-target case is that within a given
(
�

)
momentum bin the

acceptances and eÆciencies for � and � decays are very similar, since the switch from
detecting � to detecting � is made by reversing the polarities of the magnets, making the
spatial distributions of decay products across the detector apertures almost identical for �
and for �. (There are still residual systematic uncertainties arising from the di�ering cross
sections for p and p and for �+ and �� to interact in the material of the spectrometer.)

Subsequent to E756, this technique has been used in the \HyperCP" experiment [12]
(Fermilab E871), depicted schematically in Fig. 1, which ran during 1996{99. Like E756,
HyperCP used a secondary charged beam produced by primary protons interacting in a
metal target. The secondary beam was momentum- and sign-selected by means of a curved
collimator located within a 6-m-long dipole magnet. No measurements were made until after
the 13-m-long (evacuated) decay region. HyperCP recorded the world's largest samples of
decays of the �� and �+, amounting to 2� 109 and 0:5� 109 events, respectively. When the
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Figure 1: Elevation and plan views of the HyperCP spectrometer, consisting of eight (or in the 1999 run,
nine) four-plane MWPC stations (C1{C8) located downstream of the hyperon channel and decay pipe and
surrounding a pair of momentum-analysis magnets. The trigger calorimeter and hodoscopes are located
far downstream of the analyzing magnets, where the positive and negative hyperon decay products have
separated from each other and from the beam, allowing the trigger elements to be kept outside the �20MHz
charged secondary beam. The muon detectors located beyond the calorimeter give sensitivity to rare decays.
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analysis is complete, these should determine A�� with a statistical uncertainty

ÆA =
1

2����

s
3

N��
+

3

N
�+

= 1:4� 10�4 : (3)

The Standard Model predicts this asymmetry to be of order 10�5 [3]. Thus if HyperCP sees
a signi�cant e�ect, it will be evidence for CP violation in the baryon sector substantially
larger than predicted by the Standard Model.

2 A Future Experiment

Whether or not HyperCP observes a statistically-signi�cant e�ect, it is of interest to
ask whether an experiment with substantially larger event samples is feasible [13]. Since
HyperCP sensitivity is an order of magnitude short of the Standard Model prediction, a
desirable goal would be two orders of magnitude in sample size.

We have begun to explore this question. While we believe that the approach taken in
HyperCP is near the limit of what is possible with present-day particle-detection technology,1

an alternative approach pioneered by the PS185 Collaboration at CERN may have the
requisite \head room." The PS185 experiment [14] operated at the Low-Energy Antiproton
Ring (LEAR) at CERN between 1984 and 1996 and utilized pp annihilation slightly above
the threshold for production of a �� pair. (In this case, the requirement that the hyperon
and antihyperon polarizations be precisely known is modi�ed, since by C-parity conservation
in the strong interaction the polarizations of the hyperons and antihyperons are equal.)

Limited by the available antiproton intensity at LEAR, PS185 has achieved a sensitivity
of only 1.5% [9]. However, in the early 1990s the CERN \CP-Hyperon Study Group" de-
signed a hyperon CP-violation experiment for SuperLEAR aimed at 10�4 sensitivity [15] (see
Fig. 2). While SuperLEAR was never built, the antiproton production rate at the Antipro-
ton Source at Fermilab is already at least four orders of magnitude beyond that achieved
at LEAR, and substantial improvements to its capabilities are planned. A new antiproton
storage ring at Fermilab capable of producing �� events at a 60 kHz rate may be feasible
at relatively modest cost [16]. This would allow the accumulation of a sample of order 1011

good events within a few years' running time [13]. Challenges that will need to be met
include the design of beam optics and a gas-jet target that permit � 1033 cm�2s�1 luminos-
ity, detecting the � decay products and reconstructing their tracks with good eÆciency at
�200MHz charged-particle rate, triggering with good eÆciency and adequate background
rejection at �100MHz interaction rate, and acquiring data at the resulting high trigger rate.
(Additional uses for such a facility include experiments designed to study quark con�nement
and soft QCD e�ects, rare hyperon decays, and hyperon beta decays, many of which are
discussed elsewhere in these Proceedings.)

1The high rate of secondary beam in HyperCP | about 20MHz spread over an area of several cm2 |
caused detector ineÆciencies in the beam region at the percent level (in the most upstream MWPCs) due
to MWPC deadtime.
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Figure 2: Schematic of �� spectrometer designed for SuperLEAR (from Ref. [15]).

3 Working Group Discussions and Conclusions

Various ideas on the design of a hyperon \Super-CP " experiment were discussed in the
working group:

1. The experiment could be designed to operate in either colliding-beam or �xed-target
mode. However, the Lorentz boost of hyperons produced in �xed-target mode is likely
to play an important role in permitting a trigger to distinguish the relatively rare ��
events from background interactions.

2. In the Standard Model there is a hierarchy of CP-violating e�ects in hyperon decay [4]:
The asymmetry B � (�+�)=(���) (measuring the di�erence of hyperon and antihy-
peron � parameters, where � = �� if CP is a good symmetry) is expected to be largest,
followed by A, followed by � � (���)=(�+�) (measuring di�erences of partial decay
widths between hyperon and antihyperon). Some corresponding experimental options
are summarized in Table 2. Of these measurements, A� is the least speculative (having
been studied before in PS185) and also requires the lowest storage-ring energy.

Measuring B requires knowing the polarizations of both the parent and daughter hy-
perons, thus it could not practically be measured in � decay, but could be in � decay,
using the self-analyzing decay of the � to p�. While B� is likely to be an order of
magnitude larger than A�, this is likely to be outweighed by the lower �� production
cross section, thus it appears to have little (if any) statistical advantage over A�. More-
over, the greater complexity of reconstructing the cascade decay near threshold may
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Table 2: Comparison of various possible hyperon CP measurements.

pbeam �
Signal Process

[GeV/c] [�b]

A� pp! �� 1.642 � 65
B� pp! �� > 2:62 � 2�

�
 pp! 

 > 4:93 0:06?

� While the cross section just above the p 2.62GeV/c beam-momentum threshold has not been measured,

the cross section at 3.5GeV/c has been [15] and is shown in Table 2.

make the measurement of B� impractical. However, if feasible, it would be a desirable
complementary measurement to that of A�.

For the � and �, � is expected to be the smallest asymmetry, however for the 

it could be as large as 10�4 [4]. But since the cross section for pp ! 

 has not
been measured and the reconstruction of events containing six decay vertices will be
challenging, the feasibility of measuring �
 is diÆcult to assess.

3. While much of the PS185 data on A� were obtained at 1.642GeV/c beam momentum,
there could be systematic advantages to operating at slightly higher momentum, �1.7
GeV/c. The idea here would be to symmetrize the � and � momentum and angle
distributions, which at 1.642GeV/c di�er somewhat from each other, contributing a
small systematic uncertainty on A�. While the CERN study group concluded that this
uncertainty would be small enough for a measurement at 10�4 sensitivity [15], at 10�5

sensitivity it may matter. The trade-o� is background from pp ! �� (threshold p
momentum = 1.65GeV/c) followed by � ! � (and charge conjugate), which might
in some cases be confused with pp ! ��. The possible dilution of the observed A�

due to these processes needs to be assessed.

4. Two beam-pipe options need to be considered: If the �s are required to decay inside
the beam pipe a large pipe (radius r � 10 cm) is necessary, while if they are required
to decay outside the pipe as small a pipe as possible (r � 1 cm) would be desired. One
issue bearing on this question is possible CP bias due to interactions of �s or their
decay products in the beam-pipe wall.

5. The large interaction rate raises various issues:

(a) What sort of tracking detectors will have the necessary rate capability while not
introducing excessive amounts of material? Possibilities to be considered include
MicroMegas [17, 18] and multi-GEM [19, 18] chambers, scintillating �bers [20],
and silicon pixels [21].

(b) What crossing rate is required: Can events with multiple interactions be tolerated,
or would they bias the CP measurement? Should the beam be bunched at a high
frequency or unbunched?
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Table 3: Antiproton Accumulator stacking-rate projections.

When What How

Aug. 2000 10mA/hr
March 2001 goal 20mA/hr

Run IIB goal 100mA/hr
using e� cooling in Recycler,
possibly also slip-stacking etc.

6. How to trigger? To reject background interactions it would appear desirable to veto
events containing charged particles within a few mm of the beam. To avoid excessive
event loss due to accidental vetoes, this veto detector would need to be quite fast, for
example a Cherenkov detector. One could follow the lead of BTeV [22] by digitizing
all interactions and triggering using a pipelined vertex-�nding track processor. An
optical impact-parameter pretrigger might be helpful in reducing the rate into the
processor [23].

7. Would a detector optimized for the measurement of A� also be capable of doing other
physics well, for example precision studies of hyperon beta decay?

We also met jointly with the accelerator working group for one session and raised the
following points:

1. At the interaction point, both beam size and beam divergence matter: both need to
be small.

2. Especially if a small beam pipe is used, this suggests that the beam should be cooled
and decelerated to the desired collision energy before injection into the storage ring.
Another advantage of \on-energy" injection is the possibility of \topping up" the beam
to maintain approximately constant luminosity.

3. 1033 luminosity consumes ps at a rate corresponding to 30mA/hr stacking rate in the
Accumulator. As shown in Table 3, this is beyond what has been achieved so far but
is only a fraction of the Run IIB goal of 100mA/hr. Thus the stacking-rate luminosity
limitation on a 10�5-sensitivity hyperon CP experiment is likely to have been overcome
by � 2006. Another issue of course is what demands for ps the Tevatron Collider
experiments will be making in the LHC era. An additional factor � 4 in p production
rate can be expected if the proposed Proton Driver upgrade is built [24].

4. How might it make sense for construction of the facility to be staged? The best scenario
for the CP-violation experiment is a �2GeV/c ring dedicated to that experiment
that can run constantly. It should use electron cooling (similar to LEAR and IUCF).
For other experiments, which do not require such high integrated luminosity as the
CP experiment, a larger, time-shared storage ring with momentum variable over �
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1 � 10GeV/c would be suitable. While the GSI upgrade proposal [25] considers a
15GeV p storage ring, it is not clear that the physics case for going beyond 10GeV is
strong enough to justify the extra expense and diÆculty of electron cooling at 15GeV.
The 2GeV ring may well be built in the next few years to provide ps for NASA space-
propulsion studies and other purposes [26].
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